Therapeutic Epigenetic Reprogramming of Trained Immunity in Myeloid Cells.
Infiltrating and tissue-resident myeloid cells are essential regulators of innate and adaptive immunity. During inflammation, and in response to microbial products, these cells can adapt to microenvironmental conditions and acquire specialized functions, including phagocytosis and the production of proinflammatory cytokines. Such myeloid plasticity is driven, in part, by epigenetic dynamics that can sustain stable phenotypes after activation, and which may lead to maladaptive cell polarization states associated with inflammation and autoimmunity. Here, we review recent reports describing epigenetic mechanisms linked to such polarization states and innate immune memory (tolerance and training) in monocyte and macrophage lineages. We discuss how these mechanisms might be targeted to develop putative immunomodulatory tools that might be used to treat a variety of immune-mediated diseases.